
SZSN Signing Contracts With Farmers To Fill Demand!

Shandong Zhouyuan Seed and Nursery Co., Ltd (SZSN)
$0.28 UP 16.6%

SZSN has already expanded their facility 45,000 sqft and installed an advanced 
processing system. Now they are signing new contracts with farmers 
to fulfill the demand. China is the second largest seed market in the world 
and growing at nearly 10% each year. 

Read the news and get on SZSN first thing Monday!



Whenever you selected a manager, the next parameter value list would be filtered
 to only show those employees who work for that manager.
NET framework is ubiquitous on the desktop.
Using the above instructions I was able to align all my excel columns , but then
 PDF is not getting aligned.
When the report is rendered, the stretched field will be merged cells, but the d
ata columns will remain separate.
You need the full version for that.
NET show a collection?
A work around is to to bind your tables from a dataset at runtime.
This viewer has client side printing functionality already built in.
What i found made it work was:ReportDocument cReport;cReport.
When you create a dynamic parameter field in Crystal Reports XI, you can specify
 a database table, view, etc.
since in my query the Joins are complex with expressions.
When I do that, I discover that this solves the problem.
What’s going on here?
If you need more room for a report title, stretch the title field so that its wi
dth is equal to that of several columns.
I’m stumped on how to implement it and bring all my reports up to speed and ensu
re the "queue" is working.
Make the fields as wide as they need to be, but try and keep as few different si
zes on your report as possible.
The worker process shouldn’t hang up.
net if excel is not instaled then how to transfer data from datgrid into .
So I not able to understand what’s going wrong with my case.
exe Sample Application These VB .
While that was an acceptable solution, a lot of coding was required to accomplis
h this.
This will take some trial and error on your part by stretching the columns to ge
t right, but now you know the process.
I’m am following the instuctions in the Help but My code is still not working.
Can anybody say me how can get the "Excel format options window" when I try to e
xport in the ASP.
I’m am following the instuctions in the Help but My code is still not working.
You may need to adjust the width of your page to accommodate all the fields.
pdf Technical Briefs This white paper will walk you through creating a .
More information on how to understand the licensing  would be helpful.
NET framework is ubiquitous on the desktop.
Is there a work around for this ?
Keep in mind that Crystal also has other products that might be useful for your 
organization.
Keep in mind the licensing restrictions on web application.
Whenever you selected a manager, the next parameter value list would be filtered



 to only show those employees who work for that manager.
In our simple example, we probably don’t have any alignment problems.
Is there a work around for this ?
What i found made it work was:ReportDocument cReport;cReport.
When a column is comprised of merged cells, this is usually because the Crystal 
engine could not figure out how to size the column properly.
I would like to see logging onto different subreports a little easier, at least 
in the beginning.
The one new feature that will have developers jumping for joy is the new dynamic
 parameter fields.
This one is pretty hard to troubleshoot.
It actually does the export to pdf, to allow client-side printing without a lot 
of code.
I would like to see logging onto different subreports a little easier, at least 
in the beginning.
The problem i am still coming up with is this: i am viewing report that have tim
es on it.
I Have to make connections thru wizard.
The merge modules are available on the Business Objects support site.
Can anybody say me how can get the "Excel format options window" when I try to e
xport in the ASP.
These new features are divided in Windows Application new features, ASP .
net it will ask password for login and databse name is not display in database t
ext field.
Perhaps by making it the same width as Employee ID field in our report, it will 
be the same width in Excel.
My next method would be to experiment with what I’m setting.
So I not able to understand what’s going wrong with my case.
NET Visit other developer community sites: Artima ASPAlliance devCity.
In my system I have one report file .
Another control allows you to display Report Parts.
Setting the datasource to ds.
Setting the datasource to ds.
And it’s a deceiving to some users, because, you shouldn’t have to log onto your
 dataset.
I have a very complex query.
exe Sample Application This file contains multiple VB .
net like visual basic.
Since people will be adjusting the column width, and possibly adding summary cel
ls, the actual page width doesn’t matter too much.
pdf Technical Briefs This white paper will walk you through creating a .
Along with the scalability gains and gains in report designer functionality, Cry
stal will be included with the next release of Visual Studio.
pdf Technical Briefs This document provides some scalability best practices for 
applications using Crystal Reports for Visual Studio .
You can resize the column headings, making sure the data field is the same width
.
It also was seen as a step back for those familiar with Crystal and classic asp.

net if excel is not instaled then how to transfer data from datgrid into .
Using the above instructions I was able to align all my excel columns , but then
 PDF is not getting aligned.
Title Product Version File Name File Type Listing of documents related to upgrad
ing a VS .
If you need more room for a report title, stretch the title field so that its wi
dth is equal to that of several columns.
That may help in solving login problems not covered by this article.
I don’t think there’s a way to do this in Crystal.
The merge modules are available on the Business Objects support site.
Microsofts Reporting Services outputs the actual report format in xml.



NET show a collection?
Many of the other reporting options do not include this as an option.
NET Windows application that loads a report and previews it in the CrystalReport
Viewer control.
In terms of time-saving features, the updated charting components make it possib
le to simply insert a chart into your report and let Crystal Reports decide what
 data and chart type should be created.
And that statement is true.
how can i avoid that?
Title Product Version File Name File Type VB .
That seems to solve some tricky login problems as well.
The worker process shouldn’t hang up.
Here’s an overview of the topics that are available on this site.
There are a number of enhancements to the Java API itself, with additional metho
ds that give more control over the data source and location.
Make sure everything that should appear in one column is aligned neatly, and is 
the same width.
Trying directly connecting through making a dsn an error occurs when the form of
 report viewer is loaded.
There may have been a spacing issue, or the width of the data column was such th
at the engine couldn’t figure out how to best size the column.
There are examples in the documentation, and from Business Objects’ website.
Awaiting a positive reply.
In doing this, I discover no errors are encountered when stepping through the in
itial code.
LogOnException: Logon failed.
Setting this to false will let the Crystal engine put each value in a single cel
l of a more appropriate width.
In order to view repot i am using crystal reportviewer.
cab uses the same printing logic as the ActiveX viewer.
realy helped me alot.
The old version included Active X components that allowed client side printing i
n the viewer.
pdf Technical Briefs This white paper will walk you through creating a .
net like visual basic.
One method to test this theory would be to use the WriteXML method of the datase
t to write an actual xml file to disk.
What’s New Tutorial: "Configuring Multilingual Client Support" The tutorial prov
ides information on how to use these files to add support for customized languag
es to your Crystal Reports application.
If you do need these fields, you’ll need some patience to get everything to size
 correctly.
To be sure and to have a constant design, I introduce another table in the datas
ource and I ALSO INSERT IT IN THE REPORT, even if I do not use it.
Redo the report and copy to the server.
There are a ton of native drivers as well.
It’s readonly so I can’t change it and theres nowhere in the wizard where this i
s specified.
Do you have any tips or maybe an article on how this works.
Interestingly, this problem started happening when my company got us new develop
er boxes.
These new features are divided in Windows Application new features, ASP .
First Look: Crystal Reports XI - Architect - System Design and Integration - Bui
lder AU By developers for developers - builderau.
net using stored procedure for oracle.
realy helped me alot.
We are previewing using the CrystalViewer, and exporting using the Toolbar imple
mentation of Export.
In the first section, you will create a basic Visual Basic .
To be sure and to have a constant design, I introduce another table in the datas



ource and I ALSO INSERT IT IN THE REPORT, even if I do not use it.
Seems simple now that we know that, but it’s a bit frustrating when you are tryi
ng to debug the problem.
This tells me its a runtime issue.
Then, select the time format you want.
Listing of documents related to upgrading a VS .
Or click here to jump to our main home page.
This article shows how to debug some of these issues.
This article shows how to debug some of these issues.
But when i connect from vb .
Manually delete out the files on the server and re-install.
Even if I refresh the connection information ,Object reference not set to an ins
tance of an object error is coming,and I am using DataBase on remote machine.
For application developers integrating reports into their .
Does anyone know how to pass the DSN login information from an ASP.
We are previewing using the CrystalViewer, and exporting using the Toolbar imple
mentation of Export.
This article shows how to debug some of these issues.
Since I’m not sure how you’re displaying your report, I can’t really answer the 
question here, but check out the mailing lists that have experts also.
NET Association TheServerSide.
Thanks Jonathanthat error make me sleepless till i found ur article.
You can align lefts, rights, tops, bottoms.
InvalidOperationException: The ConnectionString property has not been initialize
d.
I put the code on the server and the excel output goes back to constant width co
lumns.
The merge modules are available on the Business Objects support site.
This control also contains built in export buttons, without requiring any coding
.
NET for designing reports.
Can somebody please suggest anything.
Object, ByVal e As System.
so i am thinking not to create a dataset.
Select all that apply.
If it works, I know that the problem is either in setting the datasource, or in 
binding to the viewer.
Object, ByVal e As System.
Assigning the ds directly was causing multiple logins.
DataTable dt in dataSet.
If you did, make sure you name your datatable you retrieve has the same name as 
the table in your XSD.
Trying the same resizing trick reveals that it’s already the same size as Region
 and Country, yet the latter two only require one cell.
Topics include the report creation, data connectivity, deployment and general re
porting application development.
The first step to troubleshooting this error is to find out exactly what line yo
ur code is erroring out on.
NET and Crystal Reports for Visual Studio .
Select all that apply.
NETLearn AJAXLearn SilverlightLearn Visual StudioLearn ADO.
NET Windows application using Crystal Reports for Visual Studio .
Excel output usually doesn’t require a page number, print date, report title, et
c.
since in my query the Joins are complex with expressions.
There are a number of enhancements to the Java API itself, with additional metho
ds that give more control over the data source and location.
I get the same results.
Now, if you have created a dataset in your project, in your connection informati
on you can point to the class.



net using stored procedure for oracle.
You need to look at your export code.
CR truncates the data based on the field size.
If you see very thin rows or columns between other rows or columns, adjust the s
pacing between the elements.
Will spend a few sleepless nights trying to figure it, out then I’ll get crackin
g on the Reporting Services solution I have in mind to get around the Crystal Re
ports complexities.
means, i hve to select specified columns and generate the dynamic sql and then g
enerate a report at specified columns .
Setting the datasource to ds.
so i am thinking not to create a dataset.
I get the same results.
Helped us fixed an incredibly frustrating problem with Crystal.
This article shows how to debug some of these issues.
We are previewing using the CrystalViewer, and exporting using the Toolbar imple
mentation of Export.
We are previewing using the CrystalViewer, and exporting using the Toolbar imple
mentation of Export.
Make the fields as wide as they need to be, but try and keep as few different si
zes on your report as possible.
exeCan anybody tell me how to find count of mycrystal output so thast i can not 
export it.
Net application with subreports, I’m using SQL Server authentication in my devel
opment environment, and Windows Authentication on live server.
NET does not have this capability.
If you know of any other sources of information regarding this problem, I’d grea
tly appreciate it.
There is no option to set the page size.
I then tried using a technique to log onto all tables in the report documents ta
bles collection.
, Exchange Folder, Java Beans, NT Event Logs, IIS Log Files, give lots of flexib
ility in the types of data sources you can access.
NET for designing reports.
What’s New Tutorial: "Configuring Multilingual Client Support" The tutorial prov
ides information on how to use these files to add support for customized languag
es to your Crystal Reports application.
This same concept has also been applied to cross-tabs, with a single click all t
hat is required to place a cross-tab object in your report.
Both merge modules and server install packages are discussed.
Net application with subreports, I’m using SQL Server authentication in my devel
opment environment, and Windows Authentication on live server.
You would have to go back into the report and manually refresh the list yourself
.
The problem i am still coming up with is this: i am viewing report that have tim
es on it.
If you did, make sure you name your datatable you retrieve has the same name as 
the table in your XSD.
If you see very thin rows or columns between other rows or columns, adjust the s
pacing between the elements.
In terms of time-saving features, the updated charting components make it possib
le to simply insert a chart into your report and let Crystal Reports decide what
 data and chart type should be created.
Title Product Version File Name File Type Crystal Reports for Visual Studio .
If you don’t need them, remove them from the report.
Make sure everything that should appear in one column is aligned neatly, and is 
the same width.
E-mail Password Remember me Login Member log in Crystal Reports XI is the latest
 version of the report writer from Business Objects.
I am using the Following oRpr.



With the new dynamic parameter fields in Crystal Reports XI, this custom develop
ment should become a thing of the past.
This is problem is for all DataSets and all Crystal Reports in my application.
When viewing the report, its ok if the data is truncated, but, when it’s exporte
d to an excel file the data should be complete.
If it works, I know that the problem is either in setting the datasource, or in 
binding to the viewer.
and then what step can i do?
The New Viewer Server ControlIf you have used Crystal .
exeCan anybody tell me how to find count of mycrystal output so thast i can not 
export it.
When set to true, the Crystal engine will set all Excel fields to the same width
, and merge as many fields as necessary to hold the entire field.
However now I am facing another issue.
I’m am following the instuctions in the Help but My code is still not working.
I was surprised that the SQLClient .
Then, your client machines will get a PrintControl.
pdf Technical Briefs This document discusses the options for deploying Visual St
udio .
I also noticed that you can select all in the excel document crystal creates and
 unmerge and you can then sort and manipulate.
exeCan anybody tell me how to find count of mycrystal output so thast i can not 
export it.
There has been a renewed focus on this area with this release and it is now poss
ible to setup packages that install right the first time.
The one new feature that will have developers jumping for joy is the new dynamic
 parameter fields.
But there seems to be some problem with that page.
pdf Technical Briefs This document discusses the options for deploying Visual St
udio .
This makes Crystal an easy choice because of familiarity.
NET Windows application using Crystal Reports for Visual Studio .
Or click here to jump to our main home page.
NET Windows application that loads a report and previews it in the CrystalReport
Viewer control.
To help with these issues, I thought I would write this article with some troubl
eshooting techniques for database logon problems.
What i found made it work was:ReportDocument cReport;cReport.
While that was an acceptable solution, a lot of coding was required to accomplis
h this.
Thanks Jonathanthat error make me sleepless till i found ur article.
Happy Coding to everyone!
I think you need to use a full version of CR and the Report Application Server f
rom Business Objects for that.
To help with these issues, I thought I would write this article with some troubl
eshooting techniques for database logon problems.
it still takes the query which i created during run time.
I really like that approach, and would love to see that.
Since people will be adjusting the column width, and possibly adding summary cel
ls, the actual page width doesn’t matter too much.
In your application, you may need to build two reports to serve two purposes.
Print this E-mail this Leave a comment digg this del.
Thanks you very much for your excillent support.
Depending on the tutorial, these projects are available as Web Sites only, Windo
ws projects only, or as both Web Sites and Windows projects.
This control had limited functionality, most notably client side printing was a 
pain to implement.
resulting into a false report.
In our simple example, we probably don’t have any alignment problems.
Does that mean with the advanced license we have we can distribute it to the cli



ents without additional license?
choose datasource: ADO.
can u pls send me a tutorial of this version.
The only problem with this is when a new employee was added, the list of values 
did not change.
Im sure is pretty straight forward but I just can’t work it.


